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Matric Results - Class of 2021! 
There are achievements here of which the school, the Class of 2021 and their parents can be
very proud. There are some outstanding academic achievements and there are others which
are strong indicators of the quality of the caring and extra miles walked by dedicated
teachers. Let us not forget every teacher, who over the years from Pre-Primary to Matric,
recognised potential, celebrated difference and kept these students on track until their final
exams. Well done to everyone!
                                                                                           





Here’s to a Successful 2022! 
As with every new school year, we all start off with positive energy, much hope, and optimism to
reach both ‘resolutions’ and goals. The challenge is to maintain and revisit these goals and dreams
throughout the year to ensure we remain focused on achieving them. 

 
As a Prep Staff, we began the year with a workshop that spoke to a recipe
for success. The concept is based on six Lego Duplo Bricks that when placed
together form a cube: a Success Cube. Each layer has a specific focus and
one can use the cube to revisit one’s goal or dream to gauge one’s journey
towards achieving that goal.

 In this article, I do not want to take you through the whole workshop, but will
share with you the three criteria for success, which create a simple reflection
tool to measure your own commitment to achieving your goal.

 

The top layer of the cube reflects SKILLS! What are the skills one requires
to achieve the goal? Simply put, for example, if one wants to play the
guitar, one is going to need to learn the different chords, where to place
one’s fingers and the different techniques for strumming. What are the
skills you need to achieve your goal?.

 
Skills, however, need to be reinforced and it is vital that the WORK RATE/ETHIC is determined for
success. I like to refer to this as the effort layer. What effort is required to bring about success for
this goal? Going back to my guitar-playing analogy, how often do I need to practise and reinforce
the skills learnt to play at the level I want to play the guitar. The effort (WORK RATE) layer is across
the middle of the cube.

 
The last layer is the foundation for success. This is the ATTITUDE layer
and is one of the most important factors. It determines the values,
positive mindset and determination that one needs to achieve the
goal. Learning to play a guitar by learning the skills and practising
alone will not make one successful. The passion, determination and
drive will take one to the next level of success!

 
 At this stage of the year, many of you have set new goals. Take the

time to draw up the recipe/formula that will make these goals a
reality and, hopefully, you will weave in these three criteria to help
guide you along the way! Here’s to your dreams - may you have a
successful 2022!

Marc Barrow
Head of Prep

Barrow's Barrow



Class of 2021 Celebration

 

On the day their results came out, the Matrics of 2021 returned to school for a celebration
and to be inducted into the Alumni Association. Dux Student, Chrissie Blaisse, was awarded a
miniature Dux trophy and a certificate. Her name will be engraved on the Dux Honours Board
outside the College office. Every year, each one of our past students receives a gift which is
a symbol of Alumni Association membership. These are: a silver necklace with the Bridge
House crest for the girls and a special alumni tie for the boys. We wish the Class of 2021 all
the best for the next step of their journey.

Alumni Gifts



Pre-Primary Fun
 Our Playschool and Grade 000s enjoyed some water play and free painting this week. We

are all making the most of the wonderful weather.



Busy Bodies
Snapshots from this week in Grade 1,
where you will find the most
industrious children in the school. 



The Grade 1s visited Mrs Parker's office to make sure they know where to go when they need to discuss the
serious and important topics of Academics and Culture.

Getting to know their way around

Notice for JP Parents:
A reminder regarding masks. Please ensure that your child arrives at

school wearing a mask and has a spare in her/his bag. A suggestion is
that you could send a box of spares for your teacher to store in the

classroom in case of forgetfulness or breakages.



Our exceptional laboratories, of which we have four, provide venues for excellent practical experience for our
students in both Life Sciences and Physical Science. This week, the Grade 8s are doing Classification of
Microorganisms and are looking at their own specimens (from ants, to vegetables from our gardens) under the
microscope.

Grade 8s working in the Life Sciences Laboratory



All the elements of: fantastic weather; engaged, high spirited, enthusiastic and competitive students; and
excellent organisation by Mrs D and Mr Le Roux in the Sports Department and the House Captains, came
together on Athletics Day yesterday, making it one of the best days we can remember for a very long time. 

College Athletics Day
 



Helios House ended
up with the most
points on the day but
more field events will
take place next week
to add to the total
number of points and
it remains to be seen
which House will be
presented with the
Trophy at the
upcoming Awards
Ceremony. Well done
to Alexandria House
for winning the Spirit
Trophy!

College Athletics Day continued ...
 



College Sports Programme



Newly appointed Head of College Music, Mrs Heloïse
Richter, has moved to the Cape from Gauteng where 
 she taught at Cornwall Hill College and prior to that at
St Andrew's School for Girls and Pecanwood College.

Heloïse has a B.Mus Degree and PGCE from the
University of Pretoria, majoring in Music Practice and
Education, Choral Conducting and Music Therapy. Her
PGCE specialisation subject was Life Orientation. Her
instrument specialisations are clarinet, classical and
jazz piano and voice.

At St Andrew's, Heloïse taught Subject Music to all
Grades. She worked with the Senior School Choir and A
Cappella Group and conducted the Junior and Senior
orchestras and marimba bands. She was also Choir
Mistress and Music Director for their productions. 

Heloise is described by her previous school as always
going the extra mile for her students and having a
wonderful, genuine enthusiasm and positive approach.
She is passionate about her contribution in the musical
sphere at Bridge House and we look forward to her
contribution. 

Meet the Teacher Feature

College Chess
Chess is up and running in Mr
McLaren's classroom. 

College Awards Ceremony - 3 February
Grades 9 to 12 parents will have received an email about the two Awards Ceremonies on 3 April.

Grade 8s of 2022 are not required to attend either of these ceremonies.
 



Worried you won’t make a mile? The Bridge House Mile has shorter
events as well. We have specifically created shorter events (200m,

400m, 800m) to encourage swimmers of all levels. 
 

This is a great event to introduce swimmers to open water swimming. 
 

Enter today, limited entries available. 
 

https://entries.great-time.co.za/events/76980-bridge-house-mile
 
 

https://entries.great-time.co.za/events/76980-bridge-house-mile


Uniform Shop










